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Introduction
Contributing to the profound changes in capitalism over the last forty
years, a transformation into new radical forms mainly based on
financialization and speculation, have been the French poststructuralists
Foucault, Derrida, Deleuze, Lyotard, Baudrillard, Bataille and Barthes,
noted for their considerations on heterogeneity, fragmentation, chaos,
fluidity, flexibility, frivolity, volatility, but also circulation and itinerancy.
In response to the de-territorialization of capital and the development of its
structures on a world-wide scale, these authors claim that the traditional
social sciences have been incapable of giving a clear concept of man and
society. They mainly stress the failure of these sciences to totalize the ideas
of reason, objectivity, history and truth. Following that radical
deconstruction of the so-called European “rationalist,” “materialist” and
“positivist” heritage with its great oppositions or dichotomies (know-
ledge/ignorance, truth/falsity, science/non-science, matter/spirit, civilized/
barbarians, man/woman, center/periphery, master/slave, domination/resistance,
hegemony/counter-hegemony), the poststructuralists proclaim the “end of
modernity” and the rise of a new post-philosophical, post-historical, post-
esthetic, post-humanist and post-ideological world. In their disciples
Fukuyama, Vattimo, Bell, but also Rorty, the rejection of sense and reason
in general is closely combined with the apology for irony, intuition,
metaphor, symbols, images, religious thought and legends. How this
project of deconstruction of modernity plays a coherent part in the
consolidation of the power of global capitalism, with the ideological
purpose to present as a natural necessity the contemporary developments of
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this authoritarian mode of production, is what we aim to explain. In
this sense the apology for “peripheries,” “subaltern social activities,”
“hybridism,” “powers of minorities” perfectly accompanies and reinforces
the hegemony of neo-capitalism. Our main work hypothesis is that there is
a philosophy and an ideology that justifies contemporary and free-floating
contemporary capitalism, and it has a name: postmodernism. Post-
colonialism, obsessed by diasporas, exile, double consciousness, “identity”
presented as “hybrid,” is its replication in the Third World (Africa,
Caribbean islands, Asia, Latin America). To give sense to our hypothesis,
we make four observations.
1. The history of globalization is necessarily bound up with
modern historyʼs bourgeois mode of production; consequent-
ly, globalization is the late age or logical result of capitalist
development: the multinational age.
Three aspects need to be taken into account to explain the emergence of
contemporary or neo-capitalist modernity:
・The political aspect
This first aspect implies the decline of the nation-state and the passage to
the reality and concept of Empire.
In historic terms, we have to remember that by the sixteenth century
Europe was characterized by the waning of feudal structures, the
constitution of monarchic power, the birth of the state as the dominant
social form, the formation of nation, the emergence of a unified
bourgeoisie as the dominant social class establishing its political control on
society during the French Revolution (Bloch 1968; Elias 1985; Hauser and
Renaudet 1938; Heers 1966; Mandrou 1980).1 In Hobbes, Rousseau, Kant,
Hegel and even during the imperialist period of the nineteenth century, we
observe the theorization of the idea of the political sphere as the space of
democratic articulation of private and public, the citizen and the individual,
the space where all social contradictions must be rationally, metaphysically
and practically resolved. That marks the key moment of political modernity
with its two key concepts of sovereignty and territory. In Hegel, for
example, State power represents the manifestation of Spirit. The State
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1 This is a long and complex process where we can see the struggle between three social figures:
the ancient nobility became aristocracy, royalty and bourgeoisie.
realizes the end of history, the destiny of humankind rationally moving
towards freedom, law and justice beyond the chaos of particular and
egotistical interests of an economic civil society with its needs and desires
(Hegel 1940a: 258-260).2 But with the collapse of socialist ideologies in
the 1990s, the criticism of the State has become the rule. The emergence of
new non-official and non-institutional actors (the “new civil society”) has
marked a new age characterized by the end of imperialism giving way to
“Empire.” This ideology of Empire, as we can see particularly in Hardt and
Negri (2000), is the one which precisely designates the transition from
modern social organization to a postmodern social situation. Now the latter
is clearly the current phase of capitalist globalization. The “death of the
State”, the “end of the Nation” have imposed a concept of a new global and
cosmopolitan world that privileges micro-organizations like tribes, clans,
religions, villages, sexual identities, etc. This cosmopolitanism tries to
rethink the Kantian notion of hospitality and has also introduced a new
notion of subsidiarity against the modern concept of sovereignty (Hardt
and Negri 2000: 132). Globalization is the triumph of particularisms, the
reign of fragmentation and locality (Elshtain 1998: 31; Schambra 1998:
51-53; Wolfe 1998: 19). While identities are not ever fixed, or do not have
any foundations (Vattimo 1987), while identities are unstable and mobile,
the subject of postmodern globalization is then a “hybrid man” who
revendicates diversity, migration, statelessness, etc. He does not belong to
any social, national, political or ideological organization: he is a citizen of
the world.
・The economic aspect
Another perspective in approaching globalization is given by studying the
economic evolution of capitalism. As I. Wallerstein, F. Jameson or Ernest
Mandel have said, three phases characterize the multiple historic
transformations of capitalism: the market stage, the industrial stage and the
consumerist stage. The first stage is marked by the freedom of economic
actors, as we can see during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and
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2 Hegel developed an organicist conception of the link between State and civil society. The first
one is the incarnation of the universality of reason while the second one is the manifestation of
desire, instinct and interest. Their reciprocal articulation imposes a logic of superiority of the
political sphere that guarantees and maintains the economic sphere without destroying it. By his
theory, Hegel gave an original definition of what the modern State is: the unification of the
citizen and the individual.
discussed by such classic authors as A. Smith, A. Ferguson, and J.-B. Say;
this stage marks the birth of a new economic and social system based on
the infinite process of production, reproduction and accumulation of
capital, a process of auto-expansion with this fundamental consequence:
the commodification of all social activities and the transformation of public
space into a unique commercial arena where particular interests are at war
(Wallerstein 1990: 11-14)3. The second stage of capitalism is marked by
the monopoly obtained by the State and the fusion of the economic and the
administrative spheres, as we can see in Lenin; at this particular stage the
need to concentrate capital through industrial development and financial
activities pushes the capitalist system to transform into imperialism,
meaning the military domination of the world (Lenin 1967: 14-21). The
third stage is characterized by the hegemony of the financial structures of
the economy, which give a multinational dimension to contemporary
capitalism, or consumption. This multinational capitalism is the
postmodern one, founded on the new virtual economy of media which
makes capital more mobile, volatile, flexible and completely unregulated
(Jameson 1991). Determined by the technological revolution of
information and communication on the one hand, and the destruction of the
“Fordist compromise”4 on the other, this postmodern stage is the late stage
of capitalism (Boltansky and Chiapello 1999; Vakaloulis 2001: 70-100).
・The cultural and esthetic aspect
Globalization has a cultural aspect. During its first period, capitalism
produced a cultural figure, realism, as the true representation of reality and
daily life in all its aspects (Balzac, Flaubert, Sand, Zola, Courbet).
Realism gives priority to observation, experimentation, experience and
objectivity; in literature, music, architecture and painting the bourgeois
class tries to contest classical and aristocratic esthetic values by opening
new forms or styles which aim to produce an imitation of nature. In a
particular historical context where social struggles arise, the adoption of
the positivist method, which tends to describe facts, is crucial for the artist.
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3 We know through Marx, Engels and Fernand Braudel that the freedom of economic activities
claimed by classical economists in the first stage of capitalism is a complete illusion.
4 According to the model of managerial capitalism introduced by Henry Ford the possibility exists
of a concordance of interests between workers and the capitalist class. This idea is the basis of
the theory of “l’embourgeoisement du salariat.” The collapse of this theory during the 1970s
opened the way to the neo-liberal forms of the capitalist economy.
The second cultural period of capitalism is marked by the emergence of
modernism with its cultural enthusiasms for machines and industrial
civilization (Baudelaire, Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, futurism,
cubism). However, the apology for the machine is not made outside of a
certain reaffirmation of the power of imagination and passion in a sense
reminding the esthetics of Enlightenment (Shaftesbury, Dubos, Hutcheson,
Hume, Diderot, Rousseau) ; modernism will then be defined by Baudelaire
as the conjunction, or the fusion, in art of rationality, universality, eternity,
objectivity, essential with passion, transitoriness, fashion, fantasy, the
inessential, the singular, the bizarre (Baudelaire 1992: 237-254). The third
cultural and esthetic period of capitalism is defined by the complete
integration of the economic and cultural spheres with the idea that art is a
pure commodity. Since Baudrillard’s remarks on “consumption society” one
can observe the transformation of cultural productions into commodities
(Baudrillard 1970). The commodification of art is then the first
characteristic of the current stage of capitalism, marked by the universal
triumph of exchange value (Jameson 1991: 16). As immediate
consequences of this commodification of life and art are the waning of
notions such as author, personal style, creativity, beauty, sense and
significance of art constructions, coherence of esthetic forms, utopia of
esthetic creation, revolutionary art, separation of beauty from the market,
exactly in the terms of what was severely criticized by some authors as the
“ravages of the cultural industry” (Adorno 1989: 33-36). Postmodern
esthetical productions are therefore deeply chaotic, anarchical, instable,
fragmented, heterogeneous, but also superficial, insignificant and free-
floating (Barthes 1973). In parallel, due to the disappearance of the notion
of the “work of art,” each object can be considered as esthetic. According
to Jameson, the esthetization of the realm is the second great feature of
contemporary capitalism (Jameson 1991: 15-16). Both processes of
commodification of culture and esthetization of reality are the character-
istic of postmodernism that designates the ensemble of cultural productions
proper to global and multinational capitalism. Postmodernism is “the
cultural logic of late capitalism” (Jameson 1991: 22; 31-32).
So globalization is the late stage of capitalism considered as a system.
What about the philosophy and the ideology which ratify it as a historic
force?
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2. There exists a philosophy and an ideology of globalization, or
late capitalism: postmodernism
As a philosophy, postmodernism aims to consider the instability and the
chaos of contemporary times through a severe criticism of the
Enlightenment with its modern ideas of reason, science, emancipation,
freedom, justice, progress, history, totality, sense, revolution, coherent art,
etc. (Lyotard 1979: 7-9). The ambition of postmodernism is, contrary to
the great construction of the Eurocentric approach (Descartes, Spinoza,
Rousseau, Voltaire, Diderot, Kant, Hegel, Marx…), to “re-open reason”
with the promotion of “alternative logics and rationalities,” the
reinvestment of memory and the return to archaic forms of thought such as
instinct, intuition, the sacral, religion, myth, desire, sensation, etc.
Postmodernism seems to open the way to a new irrationalism. The trend is
then to promote “ethno-sciences” and “ethno-methods”. For a better
comprehension of this process, the following points are fundamental.
・Nietzschean genealogy
Nietzscheʼs philosophy represents the basis of postmodernism while it
expresses a violent reaction against the true spirit of modernity and all the
ideals of the Enlightenment. Nietzsche belonged to the imperialist period
of Western thought, and his approach is characterized by the destruction of
reason and an apology for social inequality (Habermas 1988: 105-108;
Lukàcs 1958: 267-348; Nietzsche 1993a: 933-1024). Against Hegelʼs
dialectics and the historical materialism of Marx, Nietzsche called for
hardening and barbarizing social relationships through the return, using the
metaphor of Dionysus, to instinct and primitivism (Nietzsche 1994). His
disgust for concept and philosophy led him to trust what he considered as
non-rational productions of spirit: poetry and music. To him, as to the
sophists, his masters, discourse must avoid any rational contagion by the
new privilege given to illusion, irony, tragedy, perspectivism, metaphor,
aphorism, etc. The critique of the depthless, the hatred of metaphysics and
of any approach governed by Being signals in this philosophy the complete
victory of body, appearances and surfaces (Nietzsche 1993b: 28-33).
Through his recognition of the power of myths and symbols (Nietzsche
1993c: 1239-1260), Nietzsche is the hero of contemporary and
postmodern relativist nihilism. Since this philosopher, the conviction in the
indifferentiation between truth and non-truth, science and non-science,
knowledge and falsity, the acceptance of the idea of pluralities of
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knowledge is a common thread in the discourse of philosophy.
・Heideggerʼs phenomenology and hermeneutics
Heidegger was a disciple of Nietzscheʼs. His ambition was to rethink
Western metaphysics with the objective of permitting its escape from the
closure of reason, subject, consciousness imposed by the Aristotelian
approach. To him the great error of the ancient thinkers was to have
handled Being through a theoretical method implying the use of reflection,
concept and categories: Form(Aristotle), Idea(Plato), Reason(Descartes),
Category(Kant), Spirit(Hegel), Matter(Marx). His conviction led him to
an immediate certitude of Being which excludes any notion of Substance.
This nonsubstantial and anti-intellectual approach brings out the mystical
idea of a “pre-comprehension of Being.” Heidegger claims: “We do not
know what “being” is. However, once we ask ‘what being is,’ we are
already installed inside a certain comprehension or understanding of the
“is” without giving it any conceptual figure […]. An ordinary and vague
comprehension of being is a fact” (Heidegger 1964: 21). Phenomenology
means that Heidegger considers Being outside of sense by involving
domains such as anguish, fear or all that which designates the “otherness of
reason” or its “difference” without corresponding to the Hegelian dialectics
of self-consciousness of Spirit (Heidegger 1964: 165-178, 257-274). That
“difference” does not need to be explained and theorized, but it
corresponds to what Heidegger calls “banality.” That banality needs to be
submitted to interpretation. Heidegger achieves his philosophy with an
appeal to esthetic sensibility and art that he considers opposed to the work
of science, concept, technique and analytical philosophy. A matter of
esthetics and interpretation, truth is also a matter of faith, revelation and
secrecy. At this stage Heideggerʼs phenomenology joins H. Gadamerʼs
hermeneutic approach with his notion of a “nonmethodic truth of human
sciences” (Gadamer 1996). The apology for language and discourse
(being-language) in a neo-pragmatist philosopher like Rorty is the direct
consequence of this hermeneutic philosophy.
・Poststructuralist relativism
Poststructuralism is a tendency of contemporary philosophy represented by
the posterity of Nietzsche, Heidegger and Lévi-Strauss, as we can see in
Foucault, Derrida, Barthes, Bataille, Deleuze, Guattari, Kristeva, etc. The
“French theory” privileges the criticism of subject sovereignty, continuity
of history, rationality of reality and the capacity of philosophy and the
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social sciences to give sense to human reality. The “death of the subject” is
one of the most famous statements of Foucault, who is both a neo-
Nietzschean and a neo-pragmatic philosopher. The big concern of
poststructuralist thinkers is “structure”: autonomous, symbolic and
emancipated from any anthropological and rational foundation for the
benefit of assemblages and juxtapositions (Deleuze and Guattari 1975: 7-
10; Derrida 1967). Inspired by Lévi-Strauss, these thinkers are interested
in the historical genesis of ideals, the historical nature of scientific or moral
concepts, but with the ambition to show that origins cannot be unique, and
that each social or human production responds to a system of norms and
rules which make it coherent without any intervention of clear reason or
theoretical thought: “The particularity of norm, rule and system in regard
to the conflict, to the function and significance that they determine and
make possible, is not to be attributed to consciousness” (Foucault 1966:
372). It is important to note that these thinkers pursue a long tradition of
the European ethnology coming from Lévy-Brühl with his great idea of a
“primitive mentality” based under mysticism, but having its own “logic”
because depending from “collective representations” of “inferior societies”
(Levy-Brühl 2010: 84-118). Poststructuralists then have stressed the
plurality of rationalities and rediscovered the “savage” within each culture.
To them, as to Lévi-Strauss, science is not universal, rationality is
contextual depending on unconscious structures of each society or culture,
objectivity even in the domain of history is illusory (Lévi-Strauss 1962:
342-348)5. Knowledge and values are a matter of what Lévi-Strauss calls
“bricolage” (ibid.: 26-28): juxtapositions, super-positions, hazard,
concreteness, etc. Foucault calls for the “insurrection of subjugated
knowledges” (Foucault 1997: 8-13). Each system of knowledge is a pure
discourse or a whole system of pure signs playing against each other
(Foucault 1969). Thus, all discourses (science, philosophy, literature,
myth, religion, sorcery…) have rigorously the same validity. To
poststructuralists, epistemological relativism is strongly combined with the
analysis of language and hermeneutics.
・Philosophies of the “End of History,” doctrines of “Empire,” theories
of the “Clash of Civilisations” and Cultural Studies
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5 We can remember Lévi-Strauss's assertion that the French Revolution is a subjective
construction depending on the psychological constitutions or neuronal conditions of the person
who is talking about that event.
These terms designate the galaxy formed by thinkers such as Fukuyama,
thinking that liberal democracy is the achievement of human progress
(Fukuyama 1992); Huntington, for who the world is an ensemble of
people engaged in a global, tribal, racial, religious and cultural war,
knowing that cultural elements take the place of economic and material
infrastructures in the analysis of social facts (Huntington 1997); Appadurai,
who considers that very far from being a factor of homogenization,
globalization is, on the contrary, through the influence of global media and
the work of imagination, a vector of the restored cultural heterogeneity and
diversity of the world (Appadurai 2000); Hardt and Negri, for who
imperialism, because of the cybernetic revolution, is dead, and the
postmodernization of the economy has led to the end of boundaries, the
modern State, ancient class oppositions of bourgeoisie/proletariat to bring
out the new “multitude” which, alone, would be able to subvert Empire
from below (Hardt and Negri 2000). These philosophical expressions
stress the new role played by the circulation of a considerable number of
people throughout the world. These people are supposed to escape any kind
of attachment and affiliation, opening the great space of the world to all
kinds of encounters.
All these doctrines have the specificity that they do not fundamentally
contest the material and economic basis of contemporary capitalism. They
have created an illusory opposition on the cultural level by avoiding
confrontation with the historical reality of a violent economic system. By
assuming the end of “class war” proclaimed by neo-liberal authors, the
position of postmodernism is definitively that capitalism is an inevitable
and a necessary process. The world has a structure which is immovable
and unchangeable. The wise decision is not to destroy this structure,
because this is impossible, but to play inside it. It is then necessary to try
individually, subjectively, to turn the system to one's own advantage by
finding in its interior a little space for “new forms of life,” presented as
“alternative” and even “revolutionary” (Foucault 2001): drug consumption,
nudist movements, street arts, marginal sexualities, and so on. In this
perspective the utopia of an end to capitalism is decisively unrealistic. As
stated by H. Lefebvre, the structures of the capitalist system are founded on
constraints defined by global technocratic power, bureaucracy and markets.
To give the impression of eternal capitalism, the new technocratic
hegemonic class feels the need to undermine the rational, moral, esthetic,
humanist and scientific bases of modernity. Regarding these
poststructuralist, neo-pragmatic and postmodernist philosophies which
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give preeminence to formalism through the rejection of the dialectic
approach of life, reality, society and history, Lefebvre and Nkolo Foé use
the same expression: “philosophy of constraints” (Lefebvre 1971: 10, 25;
Nkolo Foé 2008: 65-70).
The aim of these “philosophies of necessity,” opposed to the
“philosophies of freedom and emancipation,” has methodically led to the
theorization of fixity, stability, opportunism and pragmatism. These
philosophies finally constitute ideologies, meaning systems of thinking
aimed clearly at the consolidation of capitalist social order with its unequal
social relations. These theories of fragmentation first avoid the description
of the process of new capital which needs to be more volatile and
fragmented in order to create the conditions for a more intensive
accumulation process. These theories are then the ideological aspect of the
global capitalist hegemonic process. As underlined by F. Jameson,
postmodernism is, once again, the “cultural logic of late capitalism,” the
ideological ratification and justification of neo-liberalism. If we consider
the theory, proposed by Nkolo Foé, of the “double level” playing inside the
vertical structure of capitalist practices̶liquefaction at the inferior level of
market interests and ossification at the superior level of global scale
(Nkolo Foé 2008: 165-168)6̶postmodernism can be reasonably considered
diversion and mystification.
3. Capitalist globalization has an African aspect: Structural
Adjustment policies. As capitalism proper to social forma-
tions of peripheries, these policies have been philosophically
and ideologically prepared through postcolonial theory.
In this order, we have to notice the following elements:
・Structural Adjustment is the face of globalization in the Southern
countries
Structural adjustment was the name given in the 1980s by a series of
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6 According to Nkolo Foé, postmodernism is a philosophy and an ideology produced for the
middle-class of the Western world. The objective is to disarm through rhetoric of
cosmopolitanism and universalism. That demagogic discourse is necessary when capitalism
needs to conquer new territories. Once that goal is achieved, meaning at the level of State power
and global structures, the capitalist system responds with racism and apartheid, as we can see in
Samuel Huntington’s theory of the clashes of civilizations.
austerity plans imposed by the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and the
WB (World Bank) to Southern countries in order to force their insertion
into the new global process of accumulation requested by the expansion of
capitalism. In Africa this insertion in the neo-liberal economy was
particularly brutal: privatizations of state enterprises; deregulation policies
and flexibility of the labor market; destruction of public wealth, education
and transportation systems; the waning of peasant agriculture and a rural
exodus; deflation of social protection systems; emergence of pandemics
such as malaria and AIDS with millions and millions of victims; the
collapse of salaries and remunerations for workers in both public and
private sectors; the financialization of the economy; price inflation; the
opening of national industry productions to world competition through
multiple economy agreements between the EU (European Union) and
ACP (Africa-Caribbean-Pacific) countries, and the list goes on. The
results of all these neo-liberal processes by which multinational enterprises
took over the control of African national economies can be seen in the
general misery of the majority of African populations, the increase in
poverty, the growth of socio-economic disparities and the intensification
of social and ethnic conflicts everywhere inside the continent.
・This material and historic enterprise of the liberalization of African
economies has been made possible by philosophers inspired by
Nietzsche, French poststructuralists and Oriental “critical” thought
These Southern authors have introduced, by the complete abandonment of
the concept of class struggle as a methodical tool for the comprehension of
the changes taking place in Southern societies, the ideas that Western
modernity is not able to totalize the whole human experience. To them
modern rationalist epistemology does not completely express the practices
and the situations of non-European cultures with their periphery, subaltern,
indigenous or endogenous practices. Consequently, they have decided to
explore the “borders of modernity,” the “marginal existences” of peoples
of Southern countries. In Chakrabarty, for example, the limits of the
Marxist model are underlined in its incapacity to take into account some
local and singular Indian experiences involving gods, spirits, demons,
angels, magic, etc. These authentic human experiences are supposed to
operate outside of the universal concept of capital which, therefore, seems
to have ignored them. Chakrabarty gives a name to these practices which
“escape any kind of generalization produced by language”: “difference,”
“resistance” (Chakrabarty 2009: 113-114, 119-123). Said shows that
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Oriental(ism) as well as Occidental(ism) were pure inventions of an
imperial(ist) order (Said 1980). He pursues his demonstration by noting
that beyond̶but more precisely below̶the great history of imperialism
as a process of domination of some races, nations, people under other
races, nations and countries, there exist some “micro-historicities” made
from “fantastic encounters” between individuals and groups. Imperialism
is not only a process of destruction; it has also offered a chance for people
to create new cultural fusions. The idea of a “transnational culture” could
then be formulated as well as one of a “new post-imperial humanism”
based on migrations and diaspora populations (Said 2000: 20-28).
Appadurai formulates the idea that due to the double influence of mass
media and displacements of populations throughout the world, the
imaginary and the imagination are now playing a central role in
contemporary processes giving them a transcultural aspect (Appadurai
2000). Bhabha agrees fundamentally with Said and Chakrabarty on the
issue represented by the “ambivalence” of imperial relation and the
hybridist character of cultures (Bhabha 2007: 28-46).
The hybridism of cultures, the recognition of “cultural difference(s)”
in an “international world,” the cosmopolitan nature of identities which are
fundamentally heterogeneous: these are some key principles of
postcolonial theory. For this theory, globalization is not the problem, but
the solution, not an obstacle but the opportunity, the occasion for the
encounters of cultures and traditions. The crucial issue is not economy, but
culture. We can then see that what characterized properly that postcolonial
doctrine is the acceptance, despite an apparent criticism, of the world of
global economic capitalism with its needs of social marginalization and
exploitation. The notable difference here is that now domination,
exclusion, marginalization, exploitation are theorized, claimed and
assumed by the dominants themselves.
African postcolonialists like J. -F. Bayart, Kwame A. Appiah, A.
Mbembe, J. -G. Bidima or Mudimbe, inherited this tradition of new
cosmopolitanism or internationalism favorable to globalization. They have
theorized the idea of a “historicity” proper to the African societies, which
are viewed from a Western rationalist point of view as chaotic, instable,
incoherent, ruled by intuitive and instinctive forces, fundamentally
hedonistic, mystical, magical and corrupted. All these features make them
unable or incapable to be conceptualized by the norm of logic of identity
drawn by Western culture. Bayart develops a specific intellectual attitude
aiming to recover African societies in their “banality” by showing that
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those societies are simply “similar to the others” in this particular sense that
they develop their own endogenous anthropological and political logic
(Bayart 1989: 27, 317). At this stage, African societies dispose of some
“internal dynamics”7 of containment of official hegemony produced by the
State and Science. These local and indigenous dynamics coming “from
below” are ignored by classical political science (Bayart 1983). Time has
come to rehabilitate them. To Appiah, like Mbembe, Africaʼs “proper
historicities,” which escape the rationality defined by the tradition of the
Enlightenment, must be respected in an international coexistence of equal
cultures, the “Babel of cultures” as their master Said said. Mbembe
demands that African people deny the heritage of modernity with its
positivist principle of “social utilitarianism of the human sciences”
(Mbembe 2000: 26-27)8; he attempts to persuade them to “go out of the
ghetto,” to “get out of the great night” (Mbembe 2010) by responding to
the appeal of a global world of flux and international exchanges.9 We can
see that there is solidarity between an apology for mysticism on the one
hand and a support given to globalization on the other. It is also the sense
of the Appiah’s calling for a “new cosmopolitanism” (Appiah 2008).
・The conviction that African progress towards modernity depends on
the way that African political elites would use brutality, violence and
constraint to develop a new form of capitalist system is the key
position in African postcolonialist theories.
Common to all Indian and African postcolonialist thinkers is their general
and massive apology for social inequalities. If one notices the de-
dramatization of the consequences of colonial and imperial domination in
Bayart as well as in Said, Bhaba, Appadurai, Chakrabarty, one can also
certainly observe a strong tendency to justify violence. To Bayart, the main
weakness of the African State rests on its incapacity to convert violence
into productivity. The merit of a concept of “civil society” will then consist
in undermining the State in order to permit the constitution of a dominant
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7 Bayart develops the concept of African civil society created by strategies and tactics (sacral,
rejection of certain agricultural productions, refusal to work, irony and humoristic attitudes) by
which people try to de-totalize the hegemonic control of the public sphere by political power.
8 Mbembe is convinced of the existence of forms of knowledge distinct from scientific knowledge,
but having equal validity: faith, religion, paranormal phenomena, myth.
9 This is the meaning of Mbembe's postmodernist and postcolonialist concept of
“Afropolitanism.” This concept claims to replace “dogmatic” and “racist” ideologies of African
liberation and unification: pan-Africanism, socialism, Marxism, nationalism, rationalism, etc.
class whose duty as well as “historic mission” will be the reinforcement of
social and economic exploitation. Bayart believes that Africa is an
“unexploited continent where the power to produce violence is not
achieved by the economic power of putting in work” (Bayart 1989: 45).
To achieve this goal, it is necessary for the emerging postcolonial African
bourgeoisie to move towards the “intensification of an internal exploita-
tion” of subordinating populations (ibid.: 321). It is quite clear to Bayart
that without economic and social subordinations of inferior categories of
African societies no progress is possible.
That neo-Nietzschean vision was, on the level of philosophy and
ideas, a response to the new neo-liberal demands of global capitalist
accumulation addressed to the African continent. To Mbembe, that
postcolonialist philosophy̶now ideology̶rests on this unbelievable and
racist conception that African societies are ontologically ruled by
corruption and charismatic leaders, and that necessity has now come to
create the institutional conditions of primitive accumulation by the
inscription of social exclusion in the Constitutions of African States and the
codification of social domination through institutional texts. The African
challenge, according to Mbembe, is the challenge of productivity. And this
is impossible without trying to know how to build intensive systems of
social inequality: “Africa cannot face the challenge of competition in the
actual configuration of the world economy without increasing its
productivity regimes, meaning definitively without putting in place
intensive ways and severe means of construction of inequality and
organization of social exclusion” (Mbembe 2000: 92-93).
The real problem and the true difficulty with the African bourgeoisie
is that they are not coherent by privileging hedonism. That is the position
of the postcolonial theory in Mbembe as well as in Bayart. To Bidima it is
important to rediscover the unconscious, sexual and libidinal basis of
African societies in order to liberate the “revolutionary potentialities of
informal social practices” founded on crime (Bidima 1993: 240). That
rediscovery of certain practices proper to African life and impossible to
theorize through the dominant philosophical discourse of “identity” and
“concept” pursues one objective: knowing how African people, each
individually, can be a part of a world-system (Bidima 1995); not being
outside of the capitalist system, but being an active element inside of that
system. The category of Kairos (Bidima 1993: 240-245) in that way plays
an important role because the indeterminism, the destabilization, the
fugacity, the frivolity and the chaos of things it suggests opens a large
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space to the rationalization or the justification of crime, manipulation,
trickery, domination and immorality as cardinal principles of African
contemporary societies in their quest of modernity. It is clearly the apology
for social violence.
All these postcolonialist thinkers are convinced that instead of
fighting against the capitalist system, the most important solution for
African and Southern people is to “play” with the system, to trick it, to find
a place inside its stomach (not outside of it), to be “opportunistic” by
turning it to their advantage. That is the reason why Nkolo Foé presents
postcolonial theory as the accomplice of the violent insertion of Africa into
capitalist globalization (Nkolo Foé 2008). Charles Romain Mbele holds
that this doctrine is a “code of inequality” (Mbele 2010). We can finally
see that the epistemological position in favor of the scientific and cultural
relativism of values leads directly to political conservatism (Ngah Ndongo
2008).
4. Going beyond postmodern and postcolonial capitalism is an
urgent task. Now the criticism of contemporary capitalism is
inseparable from the criticism of the limits of postmodernism
and postcolonialism.
Chaos, indeterminism, violence, nihilism and domination cannot represent
human destiny. That necessary enterprise of going beyond postmodern and
postcolonial capitalism supposes some conditions. These are some of them:
・Thinking “de-fragmentation”
This concept of “de-fragmentation” means that from the points of view of
metaphysics, epistemology, esthetics and politics, nihilism is not a
pertinent horizon. The error of postmodernism is to overestimate and
misunderstand the power of difference, singularity and marginality.
Metaphysically since Heraclites, Hegel and Marx, we know that
reality is made of conflict, contradiction and the harmony of contrary
forces: light/darkness, cold/warmth, fairness/unfairness, goodness/
wickedness (Heraclites). Being is a mix of being and non-being, and only
the power of negativity can generate reality and things themselves. Things
conserve in their interiority the opposition which denounces them as well
as constitutes the justification of their existence. Hegel said that the
“greatness of spirit is to lose its proper being and then, through this
operation of giving death to itself, to find its true existence” (Hegel 1940b:
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11). Reality is composed of pairs of contradictory elements which form a
process going from immediate, virtual and uncertain forms to more and
more elaborated and powerful ones (Hegel). Matter, spirit and society
through economic forces are ruled by the law of dialectics (Marx, Lenin).
With this perspective, negativity is not left alone or isolated or taken apart;
difference is constantly reattached and linked to unity and identity.
Negativity and difference are themselves an integrative part of the totality
which itself is movement, progress, transition, relation. Difference belongs
to totality and totality belongs to difference. Postmodernism is wrong by
cutting this bridge between the two. It is the reason why mysticism, magic
and irrationalism are called for.
From an epistemological point of view the dialectics of reason shows
that Reason is not rigorously opposed to other faculties like sensation,
desire, intuition, sensibility, reflection. Analytic is only one part, one
aspect of Reason as a movement that supposes indeterminism,
contingency, chaos coming from other forms of the human spirit (art,
religion, economy, myth…). But chaos and contingency need to be
reattached to necessity and objectivity in order to build sense and
coherence through the totality of truth. The dialectics of reason assumes the
limit inside the thought, nevertheless accepts at the same time, to go
beyond it. Only in that way can truth be considered “not as a substance, but
as a subject” (Hegel 1940b: 17). Truth and science refer to the activity of
the spirit that, itself, is essentially activity. And what is named concept is
not the product of sole reflection, but is the totality formed by reflection,
emotion, intuition, sensation, desire, praxis, etc. Concept, or Reason,
means the power of the human spirit to produce generalization and
systematization, in other words to give sense and to bring up significance
and clarification into anything. The perspective drawn by dialectic and
historic materialism is also very clear on the fact that the relativity of each
scientific, moral or esthetic truth corresponds to the limits of individual
thought; but on the level of humankind, thought is infinite and absolute
(Engels 1973). This is the way that dialectical materialism in Marx, Engels
and Lenin solves the top question of the opposition between the relative
and the absolute.
That “dialectical relativism” was rediscovered by Lefebvre, who
showed in his criticism of poststructuralist and technocratic relativism that
the dialectic method must rigorously reinvest the contemporary sites of
indeterminism and the transitory, giving however to them a different
orientation susceptible to re-opening the future (Lefebvre 1961: 40-45).
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The dialectic method will then mean the return to “life”, “history” with
their oppositions, aspirations, deceptions, struggles, conflicts, failures,
dreams, etc. Esthetics, sensibility, meaning the praxis taken in the sense
given by Marx, will play a central role here in this new communist
approach applied to the new global society (Lefebvre 1961: 50). Thinking
de-fragmentation does not merely mean being “against fragmentation”
(Taylor 1994: 115-126), but being aware to the fact that that
fragmentation must be considered as the ironic part of reality, the initial
moment for totality, the revolutionary totality. This approach involves the
rehabilitation of the totality of human senses through the rehabilitation of
usage value. So the indiscriminate criticism of modern reason made by
postmodern theory is an error. That error mainly consists in closing one's
eyes on the real problem of modernity, which is how to go beyond
capitalism by solving the hiatus between the economic modernization and
the social modernization process. We can see even in Habermas the same
need to open the future or utopias towards socialist forms of social
organizations (Habermas 1981: 951-965). A non-capitalist modernity is a
historical necessity. Compared to that project, postmodernism can be
considered as part of a neo-conservative attitude.
・In Africa as well as in the entire global South, the notion of “de-
fragmentation” could mean going outside of the ideologies of identity
and difference.
According to the Cameroonian philosopher Marcien Towa, the proliferation
of these ideologies of identity and of the identities themselves is the
symptom of a profound cultural crisis (Towa 1977: 598). That crisis
appears only in a context of economic dependency and domination. The
reason for this cultural crisis is clearly mentioned: the world system of
domination and oppression by which capitalist imperialism destroys the
productive forces of societies under its control (ibid.: 599-608). Parallel to
that domination, this imperialism establishes alliances with the traditional
forces of inequality inside these societies (feudalism, slavery, traditional
religions, mystical movements, superstitions and mythologies). The
consequence is the loss of creativity for the people, the loss of what Aimé
Césaire called the “dialectics of needs.” This concept supposes that each
culture rests on the satisfaction of some intellectual and material
aspirations proper to the concerned people and responding to their desire
and will. Because of a colonial or imperial situation that left behind ruins,
diseases, death and pillage, we participate in the collapse of indigenous
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cultural references, which are replaced by those of the masters (Césaire,
1956: 194-195)10. The personality of the colonized man is then double,
fragmented, illusory and ambiguous. He considers himself a hybrid man.
But hybridism is a biological fact and not a cultural one. Races, ethnic
groups or clans can be biologically hybrids. But on the level of
representations, ideas, ideals, aspirations, morals, knowledge, that is, the
sphere of culture, the concept of hybridism, indeterminism, ambivalence,
double consciousness no longer works. What is pertinent at this level is the
will of all groups of society to methodically pursue a goal, an ideal, an
objective, depending on what they have defined as value, depending on the
options they have chosen for themselves (ibid.: 192). By doing so, the
society will acquire a personality, an identity, a spirit, a specific style
(ibid.: 200-201). And here is where culture lies: “the power, the capacity
of each society to give to itself the richness of content” (ibid.: 191). In
other words, culture is the creative power of the people, which gives them
the possibility to be free. Senghor was wrong as were postcolonialist
theorists.
・The only way for African societies to emerge from the identity crisis is
to become autonomous and conscious living centers for auto-
production and auto-transformation.
This is not possible without destroying the system of domination and
oppression, meaning without the destruction of capitalism itself (Towa
1977: 606). In this sense, postmodernism/post-colonialism is unhelpful,
relativism is not the solution, because these “isms” do not recognize the
“generic human identity” and replace it with a vague notion of “hybridism”
or “internationalism” that gives support to culture disaggregation. Towa
gave a severe opinion against both naturalization of identities and
relativization of cultures. Both of them lead to inextricable contradictions
and contribute to a unique process: cultural essentialism. Borrowing from
Marx, the concept of generic identity means that human reason, in its
universal power of conception, thinking, realization, is everywhere the
same. This power of creation, beyond the differences of particular cultures,
is the unique basis of each constituted culture. The only explanation for
cultural differences, which Towa refers to as specific identity, comes from
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10 According to Césaire (and Fanon), the idea that imperialism has provided an opportunity for
people throughout the world to meet is properly a heresy. Imperialism has been a factor in the
separation of cultures.
creation proper to each group of people. The younger Marx shows that the
universality of man's action necessarily finds a site of specification once
human praxis is confronted with different natural and social environments.
In this regard, if praxis that aims to transform nature by transforming
human nature itself is universal and constant, the results of that praxis will
necessarily be different (Marx 1996: 113-116). But the only condition is
to stop capitalist alienation (ibid.: 121). So it is important for African
people to rediscover what Towa called the “transcendence” of their own
culture through which they will be able to join the rest of the human
community as free and proud people. This supposes the reconquest of their
power to create, to manifest again, through a collective struggle, what
Marx considered as the esthetic power of man, his power to change and
organize his life fairly and freely. This has not been the way taken by
African postmodernism.
・“Transcendence” supposes a definition in advance of the means of
struggle and the needs that must be satisfied.
Now some of these means can be borrowed from the dominant culture.
According to Towa, all “constituted cultures” can be useful in that
perspective because those elements have been put at our disposal so that we
can use them and adapt them to this particular objective or need which is
our own: freedom of choice (Towa 1977: 608-610). Césaire gave a
magisterial name to it: “historical initiative” that supposes “historical
audacity”: courage, willpower, determination, obstinacy, self-confidence
(Césaire 1956: 202). There is no other way for emancipation, which
means recognizing as ours each cultural figure produced by any people
throughout the world. It is the case with modern science and technology,
which are not the property of any specific people who are presented as
“rationalist,” “positivist” or “materialist” (Western people), but are the
common heritage of humankind developed everywhere: ancient Negro
Egypt, ancient Greece, Persia, India, China, pre-Columbian America, pre-
colonial Africa (Ethiopia, Tombouctou, Gao…). African contemporary
cultures can perfectly borrow these cultural elements that constitute real
progress for all of humankind. Despite the great wave of mysticism that has
invaded African intellectual spheres over recent years, there has been no
serious proof showing incompatibility between the African spirit and
modern science. Even Hebga’ s claim to release an “African scientific
rationality” referred to as the “paranormal” (Hebga 1997) suffers from a
lack of pertinence because of the multiple misunderstandings of certain
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fundamental categories of contemporary physical sciences (Lebeyina
Ngah 2011).11 The urgent task for Africa is to know how to unify and
integrate the different cultural elements coming from outside to create a
harmonious response to challenges proposed by nature, society and history.
This is freedom. The postmodernist criticism of the “Eurocentrism” of
Western science has taken a false road if the objective is to pretend that the
values of the Enlightenment are incompatible with non-Western societies.
Criticism of positivism and pragmatism in the social sciences is quite
necessary, as suggested by Habermas. But when both postmodernism and
postcolonialism claim that no truth is likely to be universal or that values
depend only on the “episteme” proper to each culture (Foucault) or to each
discourse formation (Derrida, Hebga), this position itself is likely to
encourage a regressive attitude, creating precisely the promotion of global
capitalist pragmatism. This new pragmatism plays with the confusion of
two levels of human practice: culture and science.
・Mastering industrial civilization is finally a crucial issue for African
societies.
The capitalist domination of the world is closely related to the control of
matter by the social forces controlling capital. According to Towa, it is
really possible that the main danger for African cultures and societies does
not come from industrial civilization itself, as claimed by postmodernists
and postcolonialists, but rather from capitalist imperialism. Towa states
that “peace and brotherhood can be possible amongst men only on
condition of a relative equality on the level of material power” (Towa
1977: 611). Neither religion nor morality, law, literature or even art can be
helpful. Culture as an independent structure cannot help unless we give it
the technological dimension necessary to construct a real power on the
scale of the entire unified African continent. The question of nation
conserves a central importance here, because, as formulated by Fanon, only
a national liberation and autonomy for the people in the form of nation give
the condition for African progress (Fanon 2002: 222-230). Does this
perspective represent the return to technocratic and bureaucratic
domination? Certainly not. On the contrary, this is the domination of the
real and historic life carrying its proper needs for justice onto technocratic
structuralism and the world of the machine put to the service of markets.
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11 Considering that the Einstein’s theory of relativity is a support given to relativism of scientific
knowledge is a complete nonsense.
The major issue for African people is not to become colonialists like
modern Western countries, but to not be colonized anymore in anyway by
anyone: “We must make ourselves non-colonisable forever” (Towa 1971:
45). This is the goal to achieve, the option to be taken: freedom and justice.
From this point onwards, postmodernism and postcolonialism, both
characterized by indecision and apology for imperialism and capitalism,
seem to carry a logic of confusion. Only the collapse (and not the
maintainance) of the capitalist and imperialist system of domination will
liberate the creativity of people open to each other and now able to
communicate freely. In Towa, Césaire, Fanon, Nkrumah, Cabral, this is the
guarantee for a true multipolar or multicentered world.
Conclusion
Becoming hegemonic thanks to the cybernetic revolution, contemporary
capitalism has needed a philosophy to justify itself. Postmodernism, to us,
is that philosophy. The chaos of financial processes, the anonymous
development of multinational enterprises, the contingency, the volatility
and the fragmentation of neo-capital demands an abstract form. This
conceptual side or moment that aims to justify the hegemony of global
capitalism has been provided by postmodernism with its concepts of
indeterminism, transitoriness, non-sense, incoherence, fragmentation,
chance, itinerancy, migration. Applied to the social sciences, the post-
modern turn produces a relativist, subjectivist, pragmatist and nihilist idea
of knowledge which is presented as dependent on each individual context,
culture or society. If criticism of the positivism of social science is
necessary and inevitable, if it is necessary to fight the way the modern
sciences have been turned into radical forms of imperialist domination, it is
perhaps not pertinent to totally reject the idea of a universal rationality.
Because if the Enlightenment has failed in many domains, maybe modern
reason, as suggested by Habermas has its own principle of achievement
inside itself. Could modernity be an unfinished, unaccomplished project?
By refusing the principle of understanding social reality through a
universal concept, postmodernism, like postcolonialism which replicates
the philosophy in the global Southern countries by giving credit to the idea
of “multiple epistemologies,” is making a mistake. In parallel, the
proliferation of identities is not the sign of the vigor of a culture, but is the
symptom of a cultureʼs progressive extinction under the law of commodity.
The analysis needs to be more prudent and vigilant. Nowadays, coherence,
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totality, and sense, as postulated through the instrument of dialectics,
remain useful.
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